Dance - Year 10 Elective

Year 10 Dance requires students to generate ideas both individually and in groups, and communicate these ideas through the use of dance and movement elements, skills and processes.

Students study dance traditions and styles from a range of cultures and times, including Physical Theatre, Puppetry and Mime, as well as traditional styles of Dance. Through solo and group improvisation, composition and performance, they adapt and use established dance structures and techniques. They discuss distinguishing characteristics of works in particular styles and analyse multimedia dance forms which reflect current usage of digital technologies.

Classes are of a highly practical nature, and require students to be fit and energised for all practical studies. Students will analyse their own health and well-being strategies and use this information to allow them to develop performance confidence.

Year 10 Dance prepares students for the VCE VET DANCE curriculum; Certificate II in Dance; VCE DANCE and the Dance Industry.

Whether the Year 10 Dance elective will run will depend upon the number of students interested. The alternative is for the students to enrol in Year 11 VET Dance. Refer to the VCE subject description section for details of VET Dance.

Pre-requisite Subjects - Nil

Fees - No addition fee beyond the general material charge.